Dell Financial Services
Enterprise technology
lifecycle management
made simple.

Financing – your enterprise IT management tool
With financing increasingly being seen by growing businesses as a
highly effective IT management tool, Dell Financial Services (DFS) deliver
comprehensive financing for enterprise technology, including storage,
servers and networking. Making it easy for organisations to make IT
investments without capital outlay, DFS deliver a unique combination
of enterprise technology understanding and an innovative range of
financing solutions.
Empowering the enterprise
Financing and leasing with DFS can empower your enterprise. As
continual technology developments deliver performance and efficiency
improvements and the demands of big data, mobility and cloud become
more important, organisations risk falling behind when they keep servers
past their replacement cycles.
DFS can enable a refresh strategy that is more than just a spreadsheet
comparison between lease payments and purchase costs, taking into
account the complete technology lifecycle, escalating maintenance
and upgrade costs, equipment failures and breakdowns, support,
decommissioning and disposal.

“This way, we could
manage the transition,
test the new solution and
then switch over to Dell
Compellent. By using
Dell Financial Services,
we were able to move
to the latest technology,
optimise TCO and avoid
budget surprises.”
Edoardo Gentili,
Data Processing Services and
IT Manager, Scavolini

The DFS approach provides flexible financing solutions that allow
organisations to defer payments to align with refresh plans and expected
financial returns and accelerate project break-even times. DFS financing and
leasing solutions deliver a range of advantages, enabling organisations to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beat budget constraints and manage growth
Simplify budgeting with fixed payments over defined periods
Preserve capital for core business needs and protect cashflow
Reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) and protect against
obsolescence, with refresh planning that links to financing terms
Transfer risks, with return, replace or upgrade options that make DFS
responsible for depreciation costs
Reduce environmental impact, making DFS responsible for safe
disposal of old equipment

Why Dell Financial Services?
DFS provide a comprehensive approach that is dedicated to making it easy
for you and your organisation to acquire the technology you need when
you need it and to get the most out of constrained IT budgets. Capable of
funding complete solutions as required, DFS is a one-stop-shop for all your
technology financing needs, including hardware, software and services
from Dell and third parties. The DFS approach delivers:
•
•
•

Potential for reduced total cost of ownership, turning attractive
projects into affordable investments
End-of-lease services, with customer-friendly terms and safe,
compliant environmentally friendly disposal
International capabilities, with a network of partners in over 50
countries that supports consistent international leasing strategies

To find out more about DFS, please contact your
Dell Account Manager or visit Dell.com/DFS_UK
* IDC, January 2015
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‘It no longer
makes sense to
own technology
– leasing two
generations of
x86 servers over
six years costs
32% less than
buying one server
and keeping it
for six years.”
IDC *

